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This dramatically reduces the number of keystrokes needed to load or save files or perform disk
operations, and makes the cartridge even more convenient.These include disassembly,
singlestepping, and an automatic machine code relocator. Among other things, the disk editor can
be used to enter cheat codes and do the home computer equivalent of ROM hacking.By using this
site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. While the device is awesome, I felt the
documentation was less than stellar. And that led me to put together this resource to help others
who are first experimenting running SD Cards on the Commodore series of computers. I consider it
the unofficial SD2IEC manual and I hope it helps others on their awesome 8Bit retrocomputing
journey. For those of you who might not be familiar with the SD2IEC, a little background. This is not
the parallel version used on the Commodore PETs, but rather a stripped down serial version that
was designed specifically for the consumer lines. The Commodore VIC20 was the first computer to
support this new serial IEC in both hardware and software form. The IEC serial bus is used for many
different types of peripherals, the most common two being printers and disk drives. The tape drive
was also on this serial bus, albeit on a different physical connector. The SD2IEC is a device which
emulates the IEC protocol and translates the data being read from and written to an SD card.
Additionally an SD card is far more reliable and less prone to damage as compared to floppies. If you
add the Fastload Reloaded cartridge to the mix the SD2IEC performance will be five to six times
faster than using floppies. Let’s move on to getting started in this unofficial SD2IEC
manual.http://www.adntox.com/userfiles/carrier-infinity-installation-manual.xml

commodore 64 fast load manual, commodore 64 fast load manual, commodore 64 fast
load manual download, commodore 64 fast load manual pdf, commodore 64 fast load
manual free, commodore 64 fast load manual software.

SD2IEC Compared to a 1541 Disk Drive Getting Started with the SD2IEC Unofficial SD2IEC Manual
When you receive your SD2IEC you’ll notice it only comes with a single sheet of paper with some
very basic instructions, rather than a full SD2IEC manual as you might expect of a product such as
this. At least a nice PDF you can download right. Well you’ll get no such luck with this product. And
that’s really unfortunate for less technical users who just want to play the games they played as kids
on their C64. Just a few steps and you’ll be up and running. Prepare the SD Card One word of
caution as I found out quickly, you need to use a smaller card. I tried several 32, 64, and 128 GB
cards that were laying in my drawer and none of them were compatible. The SD2IEC would not read
them. I wound up purchasing a Transcend five pack of these 2GB cards from Amazon on they
worked perfect first try. So if you’re having problems that’s the first place to look, especially if
everything else seems like it is right. A sure sign is that you’ll be unable to even list the main
directory of the card once you boot the C64. Formatting the SD Card for the SD2IEC The first thing
you’ll want to do is get and format an SD card. If you do this on a Mac, download the Official SD
Card Formatter, rather than the Apple Disk Utility as it only supports Apple File System or exFAT.
Neither are compatible with the SD2IEC. You need to format the card with FAT16 or FAT32 FAT32
being the preferred format. If you’re using Windows just select FAT32 from the File System drop
down and you’re good to go. Another recommendation is not to use an SD card which has been
previously used for some other operating system such as a Raspberry Pi. It can be very difficult to
get those cards reformatted properly for the SD2IEC. Again, I just recommend buying a new card.
Mac SD Card Formatter Windows Format SD Card Preparing the Newly Formatted SD2IEC SD
Card. Once the card is formatted its now ready to be prepared for
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use.http://www.chirakekaren.com/userfiles/carrier-infinity-thermostat-installation-manual.xml

Head on over and download the CBM File Browser. The CBM File Browser is a set of Commodore
programs designed for specific machines that will allow the Commodore computer to browse the
disk images called “D64 files” that you place on the SD2IEC’s SD card. Although these programs are
not strictly needed, they do make the task much simpler. Select the CBM Browser for your specific
Commodore computer and copy it into the root folder of the SD card. If you’re using a Commodore
64, copy the FB64 file. If you’re using a Commodore VIC20, copy over the FB20 file, and so on. On
some versions of Windows it has been reported that the Explorer will add an extension to the file. If
this happens you will need to rename the file and remove everything including the period. In other
words the file on the SD card should just be named FB64, rather than FB64.EXE or FB64.TXT. Copy
D64 Files over to the SD Card The next step in our unofficial SD2IEC manual is to copy over your
D64 Commodore Disk Images to the SD card. It is recommended that you create directories and
drop the files into them. This is especially true if you have a multidisk game. Games like the Ultima
series of roleplaying games come on several disks and will be much easier to play if they are in their
own directory. You can swap disk images with the buttons on top or an AUTOSWAP.LST file, but
more on that later. Strictly speaking though, directories are optional and you can place all D64
images right in the root of the SD card along with the FB64 program. With the SD2IEC card still in
your Mac or PC, copy over any D64 disk images that you want on the card. You can find many ready
to download D64 images just by doing a quick Google search. We don’t condone piracy, so don’t
download files that have not been released in the public domain or that you don’t already own a copy
of. Connecting the SD2IEC for the First Time As we move forward in our unofficial SD2IEC Manual,
we’re ready to put our SD card and SD2IEC to use.

Make sure your Commodore 64 or whichever Commodore you’re using is setup on your desk and will
load to the basic screen. Once your there turn off the computer and unplug the power connector
from it. Connecting the SD2IEC There are two types of SD2IEC’s. One is powered from the user
port, while the other is powered from the tape port. I personally chose the tape port version since it
leaves the user port available for peripherals and I can’t imagine I will ever use the tape port.
Regardless, the connector is labeled with a top and bottom side. Make sure top is up and plug it into
the corresponding port on your Commodore computer. Plug the 6pin IEC connector into the IEC port
on the back of the Commodore. SD2IEC Power Tape Top SD2IEC Power Connected SD2IEC IEC
Connected SD2IEC Ready to go. Install the Fastload Reloaded Cartridge Optional If you also bought
a Fastload Reloaded cartridge, now is the time to install it. It simply plugs into the cartridge port of
the Commodore 64. While this is completely optional it will dramatically increase the speed of
loaded software from the SD2IEC or even a real 1541 disk drive. It is important to note that the
SD2IEC will not work with original Epyx Fastload from the 1980s. EPYX Fastload Reloaded EPYX
Fastload Reloaded Installed Turn on the Computer All that’s left before we get started is to plug the
power back into your Commodore and turn on the power switch. Note I highly recommend if this is
your first time using the SD2IEC that you have any other peripherals disconnected. Do not install
modems, daisy chain disk drives, printers, or other devices with the SD2IEC installed until you know
everything is working correctly. If all goes well, the C64 will show the welcome to BASIC message
and the ready prompt including the FASTLOAD logo if you have the Fastload Reloaded installed.
Connecting the SD2IEC for the First Time Now in our unofficial SD2IEC Manual lets learn some
basics of reading and writing disks on the SD card.
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Listing the root directory of the SD2IEC without a Fastload Reloaded If you’re not using a Fastload
Reloaded you’ll need to type the following Commodore BASIC commands to list the directory of the
SD2IEC.RUN Use the cursor keys to browse the menu to select the disk image you want to mount
and then simply select the program in that disk image that you wish to load and press return. Select
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the file you want to open and press return. Once you press return, the CBM File Browser will mount
the disk and launch the file you selected. In a matter of just a few seconds you should see your game
on the screen and ready to play. In my case I am playing Spelunker, one of my all time favorite C64
games even if it was ridiculously hard to win. Some Advanced SD2IEC Features There are some
additional SD2IEC features that the average user may not be interested in, but could help if your a
more advanced user. Playing games with Multiple Disks or disk images Inevitably you’re going to
run into a game or application that contains multiple disks. This can be troublesome since once you
exit the CBM Disk Browser you no longer can see the contents of the SD card. Nope. Commodore’s
still can’t multitask or open separate windows, even today. The good news is that the creators of the
SD2IEC thought of this very problem. You’ll need to create a file called AUTOSWAP.LST in the same
directory with your game’s D64 disk images. You can create this file in any text editor such as
Notepad on Windows or TextEdit on the Mac. This file should simple contain a list of D64 images in
the correct order. Example GameDisk1.D64. GameDisk2.D64. CharacterSave.D64 Once you’ve done
this, open the FB64 program again and open the directory that contains your disk image. Now
instead of selecting a disk image, press Q to exit the program. Press the DiskSwap button on the
SD2IEC the DiskSwap button is the one closest to the IEC cable. This will select the first disk. RUN
This will load the game.

http://gerryikputuandpartners.com/images/butterscotch-horse-toy-manual.pdf

When the game asks you to insert disk 2, press the DiskSwap button the SD2IEC and it will mount
the next disk in the AUTOSWAP.LST file. When you reach the last disk, the SD2IEC will simply start
the list over and select the first disk again. Changing the SD2IEC Device Address By default the
SD2IEC will be Disk ID 8. This is the default Commodore 64 Disk ID. And that’s it! Now you’re an
SD2IEC guru. About The Author Mike Murray Mike is the founder of The Geek Pub. A jack of all
trades who simply enjoys the challenge creating things, whether from wood, metal, or lines of code
in a computer. Mike has created all kinds of projects that you can follow and build yourself, from a
retro arcade cabinet to plantation shutters for your home. Related Posts Disable Auto StartStop
Permanently Ford F150 Last updated Dec 15, 2019 Review of the DJI Phantom 3 Professional Last
updated Dec 15, 2019 Using Dual Power Supplies for Mining Last updated Dec 15, 2019 Create a
Raspberry Pi NAS with Samba or OMV Last updated Dec 15, 2019 19 Comments Dan G on July 26,
2017 at 110 pm Great article. Just one thing I’d mention. I have the same SD2IEC as you have
pictured and it works with the original Epyx fastload cartridge from the 80s without any problem. I
know a few running this way with no issues Reply Anne on August 9, 2017 at 524 am Brilliant article
for a novice, thank you, especially the information on setting up the reader for a VIC20. Reply nXcl7
on October 10, 2017 at 620 pm You should include an article with JaffyDOS, jiffydos with
enhancements for sd2iec Reply BARROO on January 8, 2018 at 1054 am Lot of thanks.Thanks if you
can help me. Reply paolo on January 24, 2018 at 512 pm Great.
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Thanks I nave just got my sd2iec different model, without cables; i need to understand the function
of the two pushbuttons, i suppose one for reset and one for changing image Reply CZEPO on June
17, 2018 at 406 pm Did you managed to make your one working, i think i have the same like you all
on one board power from tape port and with DIN port to connect drive Reply Mario Luppi on
February 21, 2018 at 703 pm It is a very well written and informative article. I wish it would expand
the discussion on firmware and how to upgrade it. Reply ChrisX on March 25, 2018 at 1225 pm
Fabulous informations. These help alot. Since I have 2 1541 hooked to my 64, I switched to 10
instead of 9. Reply Boojakascha on April 17, 2018 at 136 pm Thanks a lot. Fuck the official
“documentation”. I wonder where that 2 byte offset came from.I don’t think you described it good at
all.Reply Mike Murray on March 5, 2019 at 355 pm I use it all the time and it works just as I
described. Reply Jason Herrick on July 22, 2019 at 527 am Even easier is with the Epyx Fastload
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added, you can just press Commodere Key and RunStop to take you into File Browser if it is in root
of SD card Reply Daren on September 1, 2019 at 511 am Great article Mike, very helpful, many
thanks for posting it. Reply Wayne on September 3, 2019 at 419 pm Keep up the great content Mike.
Very timely article for me as I just received my sd2iec with FastLoad cart Saturday. You and your
brother and others in the community have inspired me to get back to the 80s computing and make
things I built my own joystick for my C64 out of arcade parts and a cigar box. It’s even better now
than it was when I was a teenager. I also followed your tutorial when I built my raspberry Pi a few
months ago and it turned out great. Next thing is gonna be a bar top arcade or the new style you just
built. Reply Mike Murray on September 3, 2019 at 442 pm Thanks Wayne. I appreciate it!

Reply Dominick on January 26, 2020 at 324 am Great directions on how to use the device, but I do
have question. Will this device work in the opposite direction going from the C64 and drive to the sd
card. I’ve got disks I’d like to backup before they become unreadable. Thanks. Reply Johan Jonkers
on February 27, 2020 at 506 pm Well done Mike, makes life with the sd2iec a lot easier. Question
bought one with preformatted and installed software md. They seem to work fine, but I don’t now
how it works with multiple disk games yet hence the corrupted file names they keep changing with
every startup. Reply Mike on June 30, 2020 at 350 pm Awesome !! This help me out a lot. Thanks for
taking the time to do this !! Mike Reply Leave a Reply Cancel reply All Rights Reserved. Write for Us
Privacy Policy Safety Warnings. Load the average game in less than 8 seconds.A user guide is
included. PDF format It must be fast. A new shipment of Blue and Grey C64 Epyx Fastloader has
arrived and are ready for immediate dispatch. The fastloader can also be purchased from the
Techexpress Trade Me Store, Our courier has a next working day delivery target. Rural can take a
little longer. Australian deliveries are 710 working days. Have a question Contact us now. We
welcome and answer all questions. Every moment of your life is valuable, money cant buy time. I am
sorry that; this is not a Time Travel Machine, but I hope this will help you to save a few valuable
seconds of your life While working with Commodores original Disk Operating System, Commodore
Disk drives 1541, 1571. or disk drive emulators SD2iEC, Pi1541. loading is slow. Epyx Fastload
Cartridge increases the loading speed remakable rate.

Average Loading Speeds Comparison Normal C64 Loading 500 bytes per second Epyx Fastload 1541
2500 bytes per second Epyx Fastload SD2iEC 8000 bytes per second Here is; 180 blocks 45KB
loading video, from SD2iEC, with using Epyx Fastload EPYX FASTLOAD CARTRIDGE also contains
disk utilities and a machine code monitor for Commodore 64. You can find many more information
about EPYX FASTLOAD CARTRIDGE from internet.Each file cannot exceed 2MB. Supports JPG,
JPEG, GIF, PNG, BMP Please add a comment and try again. It also added a fair bit of functionality in
the form of utilities and additional commands. Here’s a look at the Epyx Fast Load commands and
how to use them. The cartridge also contained some simple disk utilities, including copiers, a disk
editor, and simple file utilities. Also keep in mind if you use a Fast Load cartridge with a Pi1541, you
need to reconfigure your Pi1541. This is very convenient compared to an unmodified C64. Putting it
on the cartridge was convenient because then you didn’t have to remember to load it. The
commands were cryptic, but easy to type, so they caught on. The command will ignore whatever is
on screen after the filename. It’s equivalent to LOAD “FILENAME”,8,1. To load a file, simply issue
the command %FILENAME. If the program doesn’t auto run, you’ll have to follow with the
appropriate SYS command to start the program. It’s equivalent to SAVE “FILENAME”,8. To load a
file, simply issue the command FILENAME. If you’re a power user, this saves you a lot of typing.
Clears the error channel and returns the drive head to track 18. The ID must be 2 characters. It’s a
good practice to use a different ID on each disk if you can, to avoid confusing your drive. Fast Load’s
built in utilities aren’t flashy, but they work and they’re convenient. This copies every track and
sector of a disk to another formatted disk. The target disk must be formatted first, unlike some other
similar utilities.



Also note this is just a simple copier, not a nibbler that can copy protected disks. It just copies the
used parts of the disk, so it’s faster than a full disk copy. Like the other option, the target disk has to
be formatted first. Issue this command before you use either of the disk copy commands. Some
games won’t work with it, and issuing this command lets you load those games without removing the
cartridge. It doesn’t make the cartridge completely invisible, so some people add a switch to fully
disable it, but usually this command is enough. Use the cursor keys to move around within a sector.
To read a sector, hit R. To write a modified sector, hit W. To exit, hit Q. This can be easier than
remembering the Commodore DOS commands for everything. Use caution with this command, since
if you’re in the disk utilities and think you’re in the file utilities, you can accidentally format a disk.
This copies every track and sector of a disk to another formatted disk. Like the other option, the
target disk has to be formatted first. Anymore, the most important machine language monitor
command is %, to exit, since if you got in it, you probably did it by hitting.Facebook Twitter Pinterest
Reddit LinkedIn Tumblr Pocket WhatsApp Print Email Skype Telegram Like this Like Loading. Learn
how your comment data is processed. Fix it easily. Fix it in a minute flat Heres a fix. Theme
Accelerate by ThemeGrill. By continuing to use this site, you indicate you accept these terms. Ok
Read more. By using our website, you consent to our use of cookies in accordance with our Cookies
Policy. Click here to learn about cookie settings. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser
to utilize the functionality of this website. Its leagues ahead of other Cartridge shells! I can sum
things up in a single word. WOW!Cuts C64 load times. In combination with SD card reader it truly
brings C64 back. Very long loading times are thing of the past, now its just seconds. Use single
quotes for phrases.

Actually, this PCB is a combination of two independent projects, one of them is SD2iEC Commodore
disk drive emulator and the other is Epyx Fast Load Cartridge. They can be used separately or both
together. A lot of experienced Commodore users prefer EPYX FASTLOAD, because of its high
compatibility with Commodore hardware and software. While working with Commodores original
Disk Operating System, Commodore Disk drives 1541, 1571. or disk drive emulators SD2iEC,
Pi1541. loading is slow. Epyx Fastload Cartridge increases the loading speed remakable rate.
Average Loading Speeds Comparison Normal C64 Loading 500 bytes per second Epyx Fastload
SD2iEC 8000 bytes per second Here is; 180 blocks 45KB loading video, from SD2iEC, with using
Epyx Fastload EPYX FASTLOAD CARTRIDGE also contains disk utilities and a machine code monitor
for Commodore 64. You can download Epyx Fast Load Cartridge Binary Eprom Image and user
manuals from this link. Original SD2iEC is designed by Lars Pontoppidan With SD2iEC, from an
regular SD Card; you can use D64, M2I, PRG, D71, D81 and P00.SD2iEC is easier to use and faster
than its competitors. You can use SD Card as a huge capacity floppy or hard disk drive, you are not
obligated to mount D64 disk images, you can load and save easly. SD2iEC Official Site is SD2iEC
firmware download link Use firmware. In order to protect your electronical devices, always turn off
your Commodore 64 before plugging or unplugging any device. Ps. While transfering data reading or
writing from SD cards it should not be interrupted like poweroff or Reset systems. Otherwise that
may damage SD cards.Each file cannot exceed 2MB. NOTE There is no need to remove the FAST
LOAD CARTRIDGE once inserted. FAST LOAD will work on most protected This will eliminate typing
LOAD “FILENAME”,8. This will eliminate typing OPEN Press the appropriate letter for your desired
B RETURN TO BASIC Will return to Basic, leaving FAST LOAD intact.

C COPY Selecting this option will give you another menu. A DIRECTORY This will list the directory.
B RETURN TO THE FIRST MENU This will return you to the first menu. C COPY ENTIRE DISKETTE
Will copy every sector of one diskette to another diskette. Note The new D BAM COPY Will copy only
those sectors on a diskette which have been allocated by the DOS. This is Note The new diskette
must be formatted for this option E COPY A FILE Will copy a program file from one diskette to
another.F FORMAT DISKETTE Will erase a diskette. This option should be used before a BAM copy
or entire Note This will erase any files on the disk. D DISABLE FASTLOAD This will disable FAST



LOAD and return you to Basic. Once this option has been selected, E EDIT DISK Selecting this
option will give you a new menu To change a byte, enter the new value in hex. To To read a sector,
type “R”. To write a sector, type “W”. To quit, type A DIRECTORY This option will list the directory.
C COPY A FILE This will copy a program file from one diskette to another. D DELETE A FILE Will
remove a file from the directory. This Epyx software program Epyx agrees for a period of ninety 90
days to either repair or replace, at its option, free of charge, any Epyx This warranty is not
applicable to normal wear and tear. This warranty shall not be applicable and shall be void if the
defect in the Epyx ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES APPLICABLE TO THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT,
INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANlABUlTY AND Commodore 64 is a trademark of
Commodore Business Machines, Inc. Part No. A1007R60. Click here to learn about cookie settings.
You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. In most
circumstances a QUICK FORMAT will do. If you are having any trouble using your SD card in your
SD2IEC, try formatting with the official SD Card formatting tool. Now delete the TXT file and
remove the extensions from the FB files. eg. FB. FB16. etc Something like this.

A good sources of D64 files are c64.com or CiA To navigate the menu either use cursor keys or
Joystick in port2. For single D64 images, just open the D64 by pressing RETURN or FIRE and then
select the first PRG file to LOAD. It is also possible to do this via command See BASIC COMMANDS
Now press the diskswap button to select the first disk button nearest the data cable. When the
SD2IEC reaches the end of the AUTOSWAP.LST file, it will loop back to the beginning of the list. The
SD2IEC will create a file called AUTOSWAP.GEN. You can use this file straight away or you can edit
it if the order is incorrect and rename it to AUTOSWAP.LST for future use. Pictures speak a
thousand words! Like to take the easy setup option Well here it is! If you have any problems
formatting your SD card, try the official SD Card formatting tool found here. sdcard.org Some
characters may be displayed as symbols. DONT PANIC. This is how your Commodore deals with
upper and lower case. Its best to make sure your filenames are all lowercase if you want an easy
read! Slow! But it can be sped up by fastload roms or cartridges. JiffyDos is the best overall
fastloader solution available for most Commodore computers, but JiffyDos is a ROM chip that needs
to be installed inside your computer. This does mean that you might have to use a soldering iron if
your ROM is not in a socket. Various carts work fine, I have tested The Final Cartridge III and Epyx
FastLoad myself. FCIII can be pricey but it does support freezing. EFLr can be found here. This has
been fixed an alpha release of the firmware. A special thanks to Johan for getting to the bottom of
this.D64, D81, D71, M2I as well as PRGs M2I might be dropped in future firmware But these are few
and far between, the only device that 100% emulates the 1541 fully is the 1541UII. But that does
cost of a heck of a lot more.

Alternatively, some multidisk games have been converted over to D81, or just PRGs, completely
removing the need to disk swap in the first place. As most multi disk games are 2 disk, just create a
autoswap file like this. The site may not work properly if you dont update your browser. If you do not
update your browser, we suggest you visit old reddit. Press J to jump to the feed. Press question
mark to learn the rest of the keyboard shortcuts Log in sign up User account menu 7 Epyx Fastload
RELOADED for Commodore 64 Source Hands on experience with my real Commodore equipment
and many carts. Now I didnt have to remove it whenever I wanted to play incompatible software. I
just flipped the switch, yay. All rights reserved Back to top. It only takes a minute to sign up. That
said. Ive found some utilities for windows and other operating systems that will allow examination of
D64 images but Im looking for something running on the C64 itself. Features included a Machine
Language Monitor and Disk Tools. Found a scan of the original manual here, thanks to
retrocommodore.eu which has the correct original symbol Not sure how to mount one in VICE. You
can easily obtain a FastLoad manual with a cursory google search. I might have to get one just to
have kicking around. In the end I settled on DISECTOR 3.0. See my reply post for full details. I find
the full display of both views to be far more friendly and closer to what I would expect from a



modern hex editor. Where did you find it Most displays would not legibly show one bytes per 8pixel
character, but four hex digits for every 24 pixels could be quite readable even on a rather crummy
display. Sixteen hex bytes could then fit on the same line as 16 8pixel characters. Its easy to use and
also has a neatly arranged hex and ascii view. It is also what I used back in the days. Dont look at
me, I didnt label it that way; This is a very detailed answer; thanks. I hope you continue to contribute
to the site.

Please be sure to answer the question. Provide details and share your research. Making statements
based on opinion; back them up with references or personal experience. To learn more, see our tips
on writing great answers. Browse other questions tagged commodore64 floppydisk
softwarerecommendation or ask your own question. What are possible consequences from this Dont
have any other information. Im not positive, but I believe this was from a Compute.Lots of good stuff
came from those old magazines! This cool little program will take a program up to 186 blocks and
add a 4 block turbo load routine onto the head of the program. Cant wait to locate v2.0! One of those
was a fast load program called Quickload. The unusual thing about this fast loader is that its a two
file utility which probably made it unpopular for throwing on a disk full of games or whatever
because others wouldnt be sure which file was the loader shim, although the file size probably
makes it obvious to the more astute. This is a software version of the fast loader. A couple of notes;
When doing a directory load, the program will automatically do a list when its finished loading the
directory. While loading a program it will blank the screen to squeeze out a little more performance.
This can be handy if you have another program using the common 49152 location for something
else. I dont have any other fast loaders with the same name so I thought Id publish it just for the
heck of it. Im just adding it to the collection for anyone that might be doing research and wants to
pull it apart to see if its someting unique. Full source code included as well as a test disk that shows
the loader in use. It sits at 51200 in RAM. This turbo can only load files 190 blocks or smaller. Not
much you can say about a fast loader. This one is 6 blocks in size. This isnt really the most ideal
because it requires two files and is kind of big, but I like collecting these type of programs so
thought Id throw it in the mix.
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